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Brown denies guilt,
enters no-contest plea
By April Karys
staff W riter
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The state of Engineering West — Poiy Royal 1986.
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Former Dean of Students
Russell H. Brown entered a no
contest plea to misdemeanor
grand theft yesterday afternoon
in county municipal court.
The plea, entered through
Brown’s defense attorney, Chris
Casciola, and Daniel Hilford, the
p rosecuting
a tto rn e y ,
was
entered in an attempt to “ get
through this,’’ said Brown later
in Casciola’s office. He said in a
prepared statement that the plea
was not an admission of guilt,
that he had been “ tried some
what in the press,’’ and that he is
ready to move on with his life.
“ I never knowingly took uni
versity monies for personal
gain,’’ said Brown. “ A careful
review of the original allegations
will reveal many were based on
innuendo and misinformation.
Several have already been drop
ped. I have answered many of
the remaining allegations.’’
Brown said that by not paying
close attention to details and
procedures he played a part in
creating the events leading to his
resignation last March at Cal Po
ly President Warren Baker’s re
quest.
“ 1 am guilty of taking short
cuts in using funds for programs

for which the monies were not
budgeted,” Brown admitted. “ In
some cases 1 relied on others and
did not monitor their efforts
carefully. 1 accept my responsi
bility but not a judgment of guilt
by law.”
The no-contest
plea was
entered by the attorneys under
the condition that an indepen
dent agency, the county proba
tion department, be allowed to
run an investigation to determine
if the amount of university
money allegedly taken by Brown
totals $4(X) or more. If, in a
report to be submitted to the
court by Nov. 25, the total is
found to be less than $400,
Brown’s original plea will be
withdrawn and a new plea of no
contest to petty theft will be
entered. Four other conditions
were also requested by the at
torneys.
The maximum penalty for the
new charge is six months in jail
and a $500 fine.
Hilford said after the arraign
ment that considering Brown’s
lack of prior criminal conduct a
community
service
sentence
would be a better alternative for
Brown than a jail term. Other
possible penal actions could in
clude repayment of Cal Poly
funds, payment of a fine, and
probation.
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Engineering W est to reopen soon Campus task force formed
By Lawrence Anton
Staff Writer

After 18 months, 6,000 man hours and
nearly $750,000, the fire-damaged wing of
Engineering West will again be open.
The renovation project, which is to be
completed by mid-October, began in July
after the university received approval to
use money from the California State Uni
versity system’s special repair fund to fi
nance the project.
The fund was designed to pay for repairs
that are considered to be beyond normal
maintenance.
The fire that damaged the building
broke out during the 1986 Poly Royal,
destroying hundreds of student projects
and portfolios. No one was injured.
An electric drill being used in one of the
displays is believed to have overheated,
causing the fire.
Because CSU campuses are self-insured
by the state — meaning they have no in
surance — the renovation had to be
delayed about five months. The CSU
sought financial assistance from the state,
said Doug Gerard, executive dean of facil
ities planning and operation.
“ We had trouble getting the money to
begin with,’’ Gerard said. The CSU
wanted to appeal to the state for funds
before committing its own resources, he
added.
When the state refused to provide addi
tional funding to CSU to cover the cost of
repairs, CSU used money from its 1986-87
special repairs allocation.
Although lack of money caused delays,
Gerard said, “ I think in the long run
that’s the best position the state could
take (being self-insured) because the in
surance costs, if we had to insure our fa
cilities, would be many, many times what
our fire-damage losses have been.’’
Maino Construction Company, a local
contractor, was chosen to do the renova
tion. Their bid of $599,323 to complete the
project was the lowest among several
companies that vied for the contract.
In addition to the construction costs.

Gerard said, another $1(X),(XX), covering
design costs, architect fees and ad
ministrative costs, was spent on the
renovation.
The university’s primary concern, said
Ed Krivacsy, site superintendent for the
Maino Construction Company, was to get
the renovation completed. “ What (the
university) wanted to do was to try and
find anything we could use to speed up the
job,’’ he said.
Krivacsy said that some changes made
after approval of the original contract
saved the university money and time while
others added to the cost.
He added, however, “ I don’t think the
contract price overall has changed very
much at all.”
Gerard said repair of damage discovered
after the project began cost an additional
$20,(XX).
Concrete surrounding the structural
beams of the building prevented the fire
from doing more damage than it did,
Krivacsy said.
He added that he felt the most difficult
part of the job was cleaning up the burnt
debris. “ The building on the north side, on
the downstairs floor, was just trashed,’’
said Krivacsy.
However, with fewer students on cam
pus during summer quarter, he said, the
initial clean up went smoothly.
“ The timing worked out good because
we moved in just about the last day of the
spring quarter,’’ Krivacsy said. “ We had
pretty much an open run of the place.’’
All of the architecture and architectural
engineering labs housed in the 24-year-old
building have been out of use since the
fire. Also, 24 faculty office spaces had to
be vacated during renovation.
The building is “ pretty much rebuilt as
it was,’’ said Gerard. “ We asked to have
some changes made and our requests were
denied’’ by the State Control Agency —
the agency that must approve how CSU
spends its money.
However, the renovated building will
house eight labs instead of its original
seven. A locker area that was not needed
has been converted into an additional lab.

to prevent deadly disease
By Catherine Hernandez
Siaff Writer

The Cal Poly AIDS Prevention
Task Force held its first meeting
last week to expand acquired
immunity deficiency syndrome
ed u catio n
and
prevention
measures on campus.
Dr. James Nash, director of
Student Health Services, began
organizing the task force last
spring because the Health Center
needed help with AIDS educa
tion and needed to prepare for
the inevitability that one day
there will be an AIDS patient on
campus, he said.
“ Talking to people about
AIDS as well as testing for the
virus was getting to be a full
time job. I needed help,” Nash
said.
He now heads a task force of
14 members that includes pro

fessors, health educators, repre
sentatives from campus religious
organizations, San Luis Obispo
residents and people appointed
by the Academic Senate at
Nash’s request.
Nash said the task force is still
in the organizational stages, but
members hope to begin expan
ding services as soon as possible
because there is a definite need.
The Health Center currently
offers AIDS services including
HIV virus testing for $9.
Nash has already diagnosed
some of what he calls “ arch
cases” where the student has
tested positive with the HIV
virus but is showing only minor
symptoms. Approximately 20
other students have tested posi
tive with the HIV virus but have
no symptoms. The services soon
to be offered include:
See AIDS, page 3
9

Included In Spotlight,
a movie review of
“Hollywood Shuffle.”
See page 9.

The
C al
Poly
women's volleyball
team defeated 14thranked Pepperdine
Wednesday night.
See page 13.
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EDITORIAL

Let the buyer beware
of the image makers
II the
and diny world ol the American presidential
Itail^ainpaien,
there is, apj'»ropriaiel\, no meie\ tor those wlu't
to hide theii tnisi.leeds.
On \\ed tiesd a\. eainiiaigti hopetiil Joe Hiden, l)-l)el., easheil in his elni^s and witltdrew Iroin the eatnpaien tollowine
eharees ol plagiarism aiu.1 lalsitying his qualiticatii>ns. Among
other things, he was aeensed of using material trotn other
people's speeches and King about his a>llege degrees and h s
standing in his gradiuiting college class.
lint the Iact that liideti was able to hide his fibbing for so
long points out Just what a tlirtv business nurdern polities has
become. It is a game of images and appearances, where tliC
telex ision age has tnade a eandidaie’s visual “ package” tar
tnore itnportant thati actual abiliiies.
This is especially ttightening in the 1988 campaign, where
there is a relative lack of experience with foreign policy and
the actual oiverating of a government. I'or this reason, current
candidates will stress their image even more in an effort to
overshadow the competition. This was Biden’s goal, but he
got caught.
In the 1988 presidential campaign, let the buyer beware.
With so few candidates and so little quality, making a choice
should be a very intormed and skeptical process for everyone.
Do tiot rely on television, the candidates’ image-making
machine, lor campaign and political information.

A nd on th e fifth day, th e
s tu d e n ts co m e p a tro n ize
Hi there, all you keen types tint there, and wel
come to vour lifth day of class. Yes, day five. In
deed, it's a magic number. ,A fifth of gin. I’ll plead
the fifth ( — for you Ollie North fans out there.)
Yes, indeed, it’s your fifth anniversary here at
Cal I’oly, in your first year, or second, or ninth, or
somethin’ like that. Yeah. Oh, but back to
this...can ytui go back in time? I know it’s I riday,
but try. The room goes dim as you swivel back to...
...Monday, first day of class. The past weekend
you somehovs managed
to stuff the artifacts of
your life into a little rus
ty I’into, liaul it lrom...l
d o n ’t
k no w,
.. ..V.- -.íWÍÍ-*I inerv Vill e .. .to
here.
^ %
Cod’s civuntry as they
say. You spent an tunir
u n p a c k i n g at
yo u r
dorm / apartment / friend’s
ciuich, tlien proceeded to
waste the week away
socializing vsith old
friends and yakking in
their toliets. Hurrah for you
but don’t vsorry, everyone’s happy you’re back.
Your parents are ecstatic tliat their house is theirs
again. Your friends here are excited that they have
a new person to borrow money from. And, from the
people you’d least expect, the merchants. Yes, the
merchants. Those colorful locals who so desper
ately need our cash. Remember them, only five

Bell. Potted plants, cheap framed poster art, your
very own vsiz bang nifty broom...stuft was ripe tor
the pickin’.
Of course, along with the prices come a fev\ str
ings. KSLY v\as out in force with their “ Money
Madness’’ machine, in which prospective winners
would be put in a glass cubicle full ot take tun
money. .A large fan would turn on, blowing the
money hither and tither, while the contestant had
to grab the biggest wad he could get. Usually, all
they’d get was maybe
$50 tops, mussed hair,
and peer embarrasment.

A Piie of Stew

Dude, let’s party with Spuds.
Watch him pop a Bud while
bodaciousiy revealing women
fight for a chance to get
animal with him. Go, Spuds, go.
Damn Mutt.
days ago? They seemed like friendly folk, people
extending a handshake while we peed on their
bushes.
Those shopkeepers of SLO put together a
marketing extravaganza that certainly sent stu
dents’ heads spinning with thoughts of 99 cent
garbage cans. For a few short days, Polyites could
have it all, as the beer commercial goes. Hot dogs
for a quarter. Whole pizzas for three bucks. Tacos
for 19 cents at the dean of Poly fast food: Taco

Everyone was getting
a piece of the action.
AT&T, the good old
Stewart
warm phone people, were
McKenzie
out selling a little long
distance. Downtown had
their cutesy rah-rah ban
ners from last year (It’s
happening
downtown
SLO!!). The fast foods
competed for the silly
character of the week, with McDonald’s “ It’s Mac
Tonite!” dude and Taco Bell’s walking six-foot
taco. Let that sit in your brain a minute. A walking
six-foot taco. How low we stoop to pay the rent.
But the ultimatewas the two-story Spuds
Mackenzie, Bud Light’s spokes-dog, down at
Lucky’s on Foothill. 1 heard the town council had
it removed from Cork
’n Bottle. But low and
behold, it was back to haunt us by last weekend.
To me, this was our way of telling the residents of
San Luis Obispo that, once again, we the students
have taken the town’s reins again. So, dude, let’s
party with Spuds. Watch him pop a Bud while
bodaciousiy revealing women fight for a chance to
get animal with him. Go, Spuds, go. Damn mutt.
Is the town extending an olive branch to us? Oh,
maybe more so than other college towns, but 1
don’t think so. Hopefully, the business types here
will make enough money in sales to repair all the
damage us kiddies will do later, like running over
their children in the street. Oh well, the Christmas
season’s beginning any day now.
This has a lot to do with fives, doesn’t it? Well,
the paper’s free. If you want literacy, read your
econ textbook. And so’s your mother. Have a hap
py fifth and may all your days be Fridays.

Letter to the Editor

The paradox of Poly
Editor:
I would like to welcome all
freshmen and other new students
to California Paradoxical Uni
versity. 1 am sure that by now
you have noticed that your
registration schedule lists all of
the buildings by number, but
none of the buildings have
numbers on them! And if you can
get “ military” time figured out,
the ELM test will be a snap!
I felt sorry for you all as I
watched you desperately scram
ble around campus, trying to put
together a schedule. As a
graduating senior with first
priority this quarter, 1 thought 1
had it made. 1 finally had all
those classes that I had been try
ing to add for years. W'hat a
relief it was to set up my sched
ule in advance.
As a seasoned veteran 1
thought that 1 had seen it all.
W'rong again. While waiting for
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my history class to begin, the
head of the history department
came into the room and an
nounced that the class was
cancelled due to a lack of funds.
When 1 asked him what he was
going to do to help us get into
another class, he looked at me as
if I was crazy. In so many words
he told me that this was my pro
blem, not his. 1 was appalled.
This man hasn’t got enough
management skills to look ahead
one quarter in his budget,
doesn’t have the foresight to
cancel class before CAR and
doesn’t have the consideration to
warn us with a postcard.
I worked hard to schedule that
class, to meet the deadlines, to
pay for it, and I expect the uni
versity to hold up its end of the
deal. This paradoxical personal
and
fiscal
irresp o n sib ility
wouldn’t cut it in the “ real”
world!

If this school can’t balance the
size of the student body with the
size of its budget, then 1 suggest
that we change our motto from
“ learn by doing” to “ learn by
getting burned.”
— Greg Hill

encourages
readers’ opinions, criticisms
and comments. Letters and
press releases should be
submitted to Room 226 of the
Graphic Arts Building, Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
93407.
Letters should be shorter
than 250 words, must be
typewritten and must include
the writer’s signature and
telephone number.
Editors reserve the right to
edit all letters for length and
style and omit libelous
statements. Letters will not
be published without the
writer’s name.
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Rubes

By Leigh Rubin C O rreC tiO H
In yesterday’s lead story, Admistrators consider enrollment
expansion, by assistant manag
ing editor Matt Weiser, the first
four paragraphscontained
sev
eral sentences that were printed
out of sequence. They are printed
here in their original form, and
will be followed by a brief sum
mary of the rest of the article.
Cal Poly has been asked by the
California
State
University
Chancellor’s Office to evaluate
the possibility of increasing
enrollment by up to 2,000 stu
dents, perhaps within the next
decade.

AIDS
From page 1
•Expanding the educational
effort about AIDS on campus
through workshops and informa
tional pamphlets,
•Revising campus guidelines
on AIDS.
•Pushing
preventative
measures in general.
•Developing policy on how Cal
Poly will treat AIDS patients.
In conjunction with the task
force, Nash said, the Health
Center will expand its efforts to
test the HIV virus. “ There are
currently only two doctors deal-
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The story went on to say that
Cal Poly should reach it’s maximuim enrollment of 15,000 stu
dents by 1991, and any increase
would not come until after that.
In the article Baker mentioned
plans for meeting the current
needs of Poly students. These
included
expanding
existing
buildings and building more
faculty offices. The story also
discussed the strain added stu
dents would put on area traffic,
housing and water supplies.

Open
24 hours

expires 1 0 /3 1 /8 7

C ork 'N B o ttle

look into the future for universi
ty leadership. Any increase will
come only as a result of over
whelming public interest in Cal
Poly, he said.

ing with the AIDS testing and that will designate the AIDS
soon that will not be enough,” crisis as a national public health
Nash said. His plans include emergency under the Public
recruiting more counselors and Health Act, which would make
educators to deal with the AIDS funds available for leseareh and
problem.
prevention efforts.
The task force is currently be
Although he said it is en
ing funded directly through the couraging that Paneita is mak
Cal Poly Health Center but ing an effort. Nash said he is not
hopes to pool it resources eouniing on ilie bill passing. “ A
through the task force members bunch of those bills will he
to cover any additional costs.
vetoed. The government didn’t
“ There is no spare money on even spend all the mone\ ihe>
campus, and any spare mone> budgeted for .AIDS this year.
there is has been earmarked for People are getting medicine and
the Oasis (computers) project, so morality confused,” Nash said.
The task force will meet again
we are on our own,” Nash said.
Rep.
Leon
Panet ia (D- next week to continue planning
for increasing AIDS ediicaiion
Monterey) has proposed a hill and prevention.
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Ralph Bigelow, director of
a n a l y t i c s t udi e s
for the
Chancellor’s Office, said CSU
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
herself chaired a meeting with
Cal Poly President Warren Baker
and members of his staff on July
21.
“ What took place was a
meeting with campus leadership
and administration here at the
Chancellor’s Office for the pur
pose of discussing a re-examina
tion of the maximum enrollment
for that campus,’’ said Bigelow.
“ The campus agreed to look into
it.” .
Bigelow described it as a “ very
prelimanary, tentative discus
sion,” and called the evaluation a
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•3 progressive levels of
aerobic exercise classes
•Personalized programs to
suit every body type at no
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•6 varieties of aerobic for
mants to challenge all fitness
levels
•Staff of 15 trained instructors
to help answer all your ques
lions
•Non-impact aerobics for
beginners & advanced
students
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•Total 8000 sq ft facility
•2000 sq ft aerobic room
with wood base floor to
protect against injuries
•Ladies’ and men's locker
and shower facilities
•Nautilus. World Class.
Universal Equipment along
with plenty of "Free
Weight"
•Computerized Lifecycle
Bikes (minimal fee)
•AM PM childcare
•Smoothie Bar
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New Peace Corps program to help volunteers repay loans
Bv Kirsten
siaffwriier
Help may be just around the
corner for Cal Poly students on
financial aid who want to join the
Peace Corps.
The Peace Corps at Cal Poly
will be starting a new program
this fall which will pay up to 70
percent of a student’s loan, said
Peace Corps recruiter Gregory
Hallquist.

The pfograni,
program, Open
open to students
who have taken out loans after
July 1, 1987, authorizes cancella
tion of a percentage of a direct
student loan (also referred to as
“ Perkins loans” ) for each year of
Peace Corps service, up to a
maximum of four years.
For each of the first and se
cond years of complete service as
a volunteer under the Peace
Corps, 15 percent of the entire

loan made to an individual will be
canceled. Twenty percent of the
loan amount will be canceled for
each of the third and fourth
years of complete service.
“ Approximately 70 percent of
the student body is on some form
of financial aid,” Hallquist said.
He said he feels this program will
be an excellent opportunity for
students to gain experience in
other countries and get part of

their education paid for at the
same time.
In addition to the loan
forgiveness program, the Peace
Corps will also be introducing the
Peace Corps fellows program for
students wanting to receive their
teaching credentials.
Students accepted into the
fellows program will have the
opportunity to attend Columbia
University in New York, with

— M ustang Dally C oupo n
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one-half of their tuition paid ft
for
by the program.
In addi t i on to receiving
fellowship or scholarship sup
port, Peace Corps fellows are
placed as full-time, salaried
teachers in inner-city schools.
Students taking advantage of
this program do not have to go
through student teaching if they
have been placed in schools
through the Peace Corps pro
gram.
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As a campus representative
you'll be responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and wording on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various m ovie companies,
among others. Part-tim e work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. M any of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hard
working, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Information to:
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)M llg lA N G

v il l a g e ;

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE, SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-4950
OPEN HOUSE 8am-8pm Thru Oct 1
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Sakamoto Ensemble
says thanks in music
By Carolyn Duvall, S taff Writer

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic Inc is sponsoring a spinal check
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This
service will include consultation physical examination and a
report of findings.

What began as a busload of
foreign students with no place to
stay has turned into a special
thank-you concert 15 years later
by internationally renown musi
cians.
For the past 15 years, 300
Japanese students aged
11
through 20 have come to Cal Po
ly each summer to learn English
and experience American culture.
This year, San Luis Obispo will
experience Japanese culture as
the Sakamoto Ensemble will per
form a “ goodwill gesture” during
the Quintessence Concert series.
Many of the musicians in the
ensemble are parents of the
summer study students and
want to perform as a thank-you
gesture for the hospitality of San
Luis Obispo residents and Cal
Poly, said Peter Wilt, Cal Poly
Theatre manager.
The students began attending

G o tts c h a lk s , In c .
Your O pportunity in R etail
California's Largest Independent
Department Store
will be interviewing

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
iMurring Heodochts
Diumess, llurrtd Vision
Nt<k, Shouldtr i Arm Poin
Low look A Log Pain
Poin lotwoon Shouldors

%

• Nwmbnoss in Honds A Arms
• Loss of Sloop
• Oiffkolt Iroothing
• Nvmbnoss in Logs A Foot

If you suffer from any of these warning signs coll immediately to
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for o limited time only, by appointment, pleose.
Please mention-ad at time of visit.

Tuesday, Oct 20,1987
for Executive Trainees
Opportunities in:

For An Appointment Call 541-2727

lohnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate

1150 Grove Street

Cal Poly to learn English as a
fluke. Jeff and Karen Bynes
managed Stenner Glen apart
ments at the time and provided
activités and accommodations
for the group when they heard
they had no place to stay. Later
it was decided that the group
should return during the summer
for English instruction and for
trips to Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco and Disneyland.
Two organizations are involved
with bringing the students to Cal
Poly.
The
Pacific
English
Language
Insitiute
provides
training for the students, while
the Rev. Yoshiaki Toeda, presi
dent of Educational Develop
ment International of Japan, ar
ranges for the students’ arrival
at Cal Poly.
The Rev. Toeda and the
musical parents of the students
See SAKAMOTO, page 9

San Luis Obispo

Buying - Management
Personnel - MIS
Operations - Financial Control

Pre-session Monday, Oct. 9
7 p.nL, Staff Dining Room **6"
Gottschalks strongly recommends all
interested students attend pre-session.

Hewlett Packard Week at Cal Poly
Monday, October 19

OPEN ORIENTATION — UU220 12:00-3:00 p.m. for Juniors

and Seniors in EL, ME, CSC, ET/EL and MIS. Discuss HP
careers with our recruiters. See state of, the art HP equipment
demos. Sign up at .the Placement Center by Wednesday, Octo
ber 7.
Tuesday, October 20

INTERVIEW ORIENTATION -

7:00-9:00 p.m. in the Staff
Dining Room. Only for people who will be interviewing — if you

don't have an interview, sign up to see us on Monday at the Open Orientation.

Wednesday Sc Thursday,
October 21 Sc 22

INTERVIEWS for December and March graduates in EL, ME,
C SC Math/CSC, MIS, ET/EL, MS/ENG aiwi M S iC X .

Contact the Placement Center this week in order to bid on an interview time, and to pick up more information about HP.
Hewlett-Packard Company is an Equal Employment Opportunity Company dedicated to Affirmative Action.
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Downy Mildew uses space for musical texture
By Anna Cekola, Spotlight Editor
Modern American Guitar Im old news,’ ” McCoy said. ‘‘I’d
pressionism is just one descrip like to think all the attention is
tion that has been applied to the because we’re a little different
Los Angeles-based band Downy from other bands. But, there’s a
Mildew.
lot of other bands that also
But, what exactly does that sound different.”
mean?
Downy Mildew draws its
uniqueness
from an airy, open
“ 1 don’t know what that
means,” said bassist Nancy Mc sound best characterized as
Coy with a laugh during a recent simplistic. ‘‘Nice melodies, sim
phone interview. ‘‘These writers, plicity,” McCoy said.
they get their thesauruses out,
Jenny Homer, guitars and
and I just don’t know.”
vocals,
Charlie
Baldonado,
With a rush of attention in the guitars and vocals and McCoy all
past six months after their first met while students in San Luis
LP Broomtree and support tour, Obispo. A new drummer replaces
the band has heard descriptions Mike Marasse who had also been
classifying them anywhere from a friend in San Luis Obispo.
a 1960s-inspired rock group to an
‘‘We were all friends and ended
art-fag poseur band.
up moving down to Los Angeles,
‘‘We’ve been getting a lot of and started the band about two
attention all of a sudden, but you years later,” McCoy said. ‘‘Down
know how Los Angeles is — in Los Angeles I had a bass and
maybe next week the critics will Jenny had a guitar, and we’d get
be going, ‘Ah, Downy Mildew is together and just fool around.

Charlie would come coach us.
He’d say, ‘No girls, this chord.’ ”
The simplistic element that has
so pleasantly astounded music
critics can be partly explained by
the fact that Homer and McCoy
are new to their instruments.
‘‘We honestly do like the sim
ple sound, instead of filling every
little space with notes,” McCoy
said. ‘‘It’s so simple to do that,
yet people aren’t used to hearing
it that way.”
A simplistic live show also ap
plies to the band, although this
element has given the wrong im
pression of Downy Mildew as an

art band to more than a few
critics and fans.
‘‘We don’t do much on stage.
It’s not because we’re trying to
create any image, it’s just
because we’re not the type of
people to be jumping around, do
ing leaps into the stage and
wearing flashy clothes,” McCoy
explained. ‘‘On stage everyone is
a little bit shy and we don’t move
around or talk as much as some
bands do. 1 think that shyness
sometimes comes off as being a
bit aloof and being removed from
the audience and that’s not true
at all.”

^oundonU /heel5 Car Stereo
has the Lowest Prices on the
Finest Name Brand Equipment Around!
NEW

AVX 30 W A H
______________
Craig T509
A M /FM Stereo Cassette

HITACHI 251 A
A M /FM STEREO CASSEHE

• A u to re ve rse • Sep Bass & Treble
# 4 W av ^ader

• D ig ita l • w ith ca sse tte • scar^ • clock •
• a u to re ve rse • la d e r • bass tre b le

*1 89®5
Gifiiphic;

E J y s j i s i f / j ’s;

Is on campus for ail your typesetting
and printing needs
Resumes
Newsletters
Posters
Chrom atec

Who: Downy Mildew
Where: DK’s West Indies Bar
When: Wednesday Sept. 30 at 8

A L P H A S O N IK • B L A U P I J N K T • C L A R I O N • H I T A C H I • J V C • P I O N F F R • P Y l F D R I V F • J F N S F N • O R I O N •

Don't fight the
downtown traffic...
U f j ] l y

The truth is Downy Mildew is
a nice band in every sense, and
should not be thought of in terms
of the ugly, cabbage-attacking
fungus after which the band has
named itself.
Downy Mildew continues to
build a strong base, enjoying an
ever-growing network of college
radio and underground music
scene support. As one critic
wrote of the band, ‘‘We might
just find this fungus among us
for a long, long time.”

___
V

NEW
LOCATION
2 2 5 TANK FARM RD.
SAN LUIS OBISPO

4" COAXIAL
JVC 6x9 DUAL CONE 60 WATT
S C 0 9 5

WE ALSO SELL & INSTALL CB RADIO & ALARMS!

^ o u n d on W k e e l 5
s a i -2 1 9 5

OPEN
M O N F R ID A Y 9 6
SA T 10 5

- O

4i ■ *
11

'

A L P H A S O N IK • B L A U P U N K T • C L A R I O N • H I T A C H I • J V C • P I O N F F R • P Y L F D R I V F • J F N S F N • O R I O N •

Fliers
Brochures
Cam era work
and more . . .

A CONTEMPORARY SPORTS BAR/RESTAURANT

CHAMPIONS

Come see us between classes and
get a FREE CALENDER !
Monday -Friday 8:00-5:00
Graphic Arts Building Rm 211B

Did You Make A Mistake?!?
D A N C IN G -

Are you Wishing You Had
Your Own Room?

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

Limited single openings and 3 or 4 bedroom
apartments still available.
•Spacious private rooms including double-beds
and walk-in closets
•Beautifully landscaped exteriors with modern
and attractively furnished interiors.
•Ample reserved and non-reserved on-site parking
for residents!
•A quiet, mature environment that caters to
conscientious and discriminating student.
•Attentive, caring management staff that
recognizes our residents as our clients.

- LIVE “BLUES” »*
ftV'

O'"

EVERY TUESDAY

- LIVE COUNTRY & WESTERN WEDNESDAYS

SU P ER A LL W EEK S P E C IA LS

•Rents that are competitive and affordable!
Model Available. Don't Wait! Call or come
by today!

M C I t i l l

SUNDAY

MONDAY

NFL “Tailgate” buffet
All day with GREAT
Drink Specials

NFL "Tailgate" Buffet
,50g off ALL
well drinks

I

C -A tC E S

AEAETHEM i
an exclusive S tu d en t R esidence
2 0 0 N. S anta Rosa St.
San Luis O bispo, CA
5 4 4 -7 0 0 7

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

“Country & Western”
$1.50 Margaritas

$1.50 CORONA
$1.00 off all “SHOOTERS”

“COLLEGE NIGHT'
$1.00 KAMIKAZIS
$1.00 All Drafts

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

“HAPPY HOUR"
5pm to Midnight

"HAPPY HOUR"
8pm to Midnight

(T
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The Smiths
Strangeways,
Here We Come
Sire/Rough Trade

The Smiths have broken up,
but they have left one last studio
album that makes me realize how
much this band is going to be
missed. Taken from the name of
a mental home in England, the
album “ Strangeways Here We
Come,” is typical Morrissey, but
not typical Johnny Marr. With
^g m ^ l^ m e n ^

with John

call 541-5131 for appt

I

963 Monterey St., SLO
Exp, 01/01/88

Valeneia

ings orchestrated by Marr, along
with his classic guitar work, this
LP possibly explains the depar
ture of Marr. Marr obviously
wants to do other musical pro
jects that utilize his musical abil
ities. In the four years of their
existence, the themes bemoaned
by Morrissey haven’t changed
much, but the music has become
less frenzied and much smoother
sounding. Gone are the days of
the throbbing bass and guitar in
“ Handsome Devil,” a B-side of
their first single. This change in
music is expressly illustrated on
the song “ Stop Me If You Think
You’ve Heard This One Before,”
an over produced piece of pop.
The only changes in lyrics Mor
rissey has made on this album,
are the allusions to the fact that
the Smiths actually exist, in
stead of taking himself as an

everyday lonely person. In the
song “ Paint A Vulgar Picture,”
Morrissey sings about the band
for the first time, taking stabs at
their record company Rough
Trade as a final blow, similar to
the Sex Pistols tribute song
“ EMI.” On the first of two
s i ngl e s
from
t he
album
“ Girlfriend In A Coma,” the
pleasant sounding music is jux
taposed with the seemingly
depressing lyrics. “ Girlfriend in a
coma/ I know I know it’s really
serious/ There were times when I
could have ‘murdered’ her/(but,
you know I would hate anything
to happen to her.)” Well good
bye, Smiths. At least we can look
forward to gloomy solo albums
by Morrissey (with producer
Stephen Street) and musical
masterpieces Marr due out by
th e
end
of
t hi s
ye a r .

Two Story Townhouse Apartments
•
•
•
•

3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bathrooms
Completely furnished
Easy walking distance from Poly
One block from two shopping centers

Special Fitness Features!
☆ FITNESS CENTER
• Private
• Universal Weights
• Exercise Bikes

j

.

■
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R
I
i
m
A comedy beyond belief.

'

Jfw

☆ SW IMM INGPOOL
☆ AEROBICS
\
•
• Private Room
N.
• Free Classes
,
\
I
I
hr* 7

\

•

^

a
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C O U P O N ------------1

ii.
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HomeVideo

☆ SPORTS ACTIVITIES
• Tennis
• Basketball

of San Luis Obispo
6Ó7 Marsh Street, Suite B
San Luis Obispo

Corner of Broad & Marsh

Rent any Movie

For 999
(except new releases)
544-5288

Squeeze
Babylon And On
A&M Records
The line-up is essentially the
same, but the music does not
belong to the Squeeze most of us
have known. I guess it could be
called progress, change or matu
rity. I call it boring. Chris Difford and Glenn Tilbrook provide
the vocals as usual while Julian
Holland is back on the piano and
Gilson Lavis on the drums. Keith
Wilkinson and Andy Metcalfe
(former bassist with Robyn Hit
chcock and the Egyptians) join
the lineup on this album. While
the vocal phrasing is distinctly
Squeeze, the pop minimalism
that made earlier albums unique
and succinct is gone. As one
might expect on a major label,
the production is flawless, but
just too busy. Horns, percussion
and what-not are used lavishly,
drowning out any cleverness that
could be found in the lyrics. But
the lyrics aren’t that clever to
begin with, at least not up to the
standards one would expect from
the famed song writing duo of
Difford and Tillbrook. For ex
ample on “ Some Americans” we
get to hear, “ Some Americans
are very pretty/ Some Americans
are very shy/ Some Americans
are Disney people/ Some Ameri
cans eat apple pie.” Kind of silly,
but maybe I just don’t unders
tand.

By A nna Cekola

(We now have a night drop!)

Gkxxl Grief.
E.xptfrimeniü in

M O n ii RN P M V S I f i

M eH ssinov

Third Edition

Whether you Ve into business,
science or engineering, TI has
all the right calculators with
all the right functions for you.

M ief - Reund

PROBABILITY A N D SlATiSnCS FO R ENGINEERS

•loruirRTQ

iJH EfMQi

X I

'

* ' '' J k *

Every year, thousands of hapless
students watch their course load
become an overload. And every’
year, the smart ones among them
pick up a TI calculator and take
a load off.
TI offers everything from
advanced scientifics that clock
your performances, to programmables that speak your language,
to a solar-powered financial calcu
lator that highlights your answers H
even in lowlight conditions.
And the large, color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you’ll spend less time figuring
out the calculator and more time
figuring out your problems.

/siw-

CliEM LSTRYJ;,^
l'X X iR T H R I f T iC I V '' ' ■ '

© IW7 TI.

FHE LEGAL ENVIiäDNMI NT
LOR BUSINESS MANAGERS

::

'"Trademark of Texas Irutniments Incorporated

tr «i
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German New-Wave films
feature dramatic themes
By Coleen Bondy, S taff Writer
Culture has come to Cal Poly
in the form of a film series titled
“ German New-Wave Cinema,” a
collection of 11 films that will be
shown in Chumash Auditorium
every Monday night this quarter.
Head of the Cal Poly film
committee, John H arrington,
said he has chosen this film
series because he believes most
Cal Poly students will not have
seen these films and would not
otherwise have access to them.
The series kicked off with
“ Aguirre: The Wrath of God,” a
film spoken in German with
English
subtitles.
The
photography was dramatic, with
vivid scenes of nature, including
intense shots of animals, rolling
rivers and decapitated heads.
The plot was set in the 1500s,
with a group of Spanish Chris
tians who are supposedly
spreading the word of God, but
seem too interested in the gold
necklaces the natives are wear
ing. One man, Aguirre, eventual
ly takes over the show and
brings about the downfall of the
entire expedition through his
desire for power and conquest.
For the typical movie-goer, the
film series will probably be too
intense. But for those who enjoy
films like David Lynch’s “ Blue
Velvet,” the film series is
definitely an alternative to
Monday Night Football.
The films to be shown are:
Werner Herzog’s “ Every Man
for Himself and God Against
All” ; Wim Wender’s “ American
Friend” ;
Rainer Fassbinder’s
“ D espair”
and
“ Querelle” ;

Volker
Schlondorff’s
Honor of Katharina Blum” and
“ Swann in Love” ; Michael
Verhoeven’s “ White Rose” ;
Percy Adlon’s “ Sugar Baby” and
‘A Love in Germany” directed
by Andrzej Wajda
A limited or full membership
for the film series must be purchased at the Cal Poly Theatre
Ticket Office. Tickets are not
sold for the films individually.
A full membership for students
and senior citizens is $10.
The film series is sponsored by
»he Cal Poly Center for the Arts

From page 6
attending the institute scheduled
the concert.
The concert is important
because, “ the Rev. Toeda be
lieves we are entering a critical
time for the Pacific Ocean area in
which it is essential that
residents of Japan and California
develop understanding and con
firm their mutual commitment to
world peace,” said Wilt.

three-stringed lute; and the
shakuhachi bamboo flute.
The group was founded by
Sakamoto, who was blinded at an
early age. He developed a great
passion for koto music and stud

The Sakamoto Ensemble is
comprised of more than 30
costumed musicians and singers.
They play both traditional Japa
nese and Western compositions
on classical Japanese instru
ments including the koto, similar
to a zither; the shamisen, a

ied under the Japanese Master
Michio Miyagi. Sakamoto excites
his audiences by using a unique,
modern style on traditional in
struments.
Tickets are $12 and $10 for the
public and $8 and $6 for stu
dents. Reservations can be made
by calling 756-1421.

TAKE N’ BAKE

PIZZA
*30% LESS THAN OTHER PIZZA’S
^GENEROUS TOPPING PORTIONS
*HOT FROM YOUR OVEN IN
10-12 MINUTES

TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA
Professional A lterations

1-TOPPING PIZZA

At R easonable Rates

Large 1 6 ” Pizza $ 5 .9 5
Medium 1 2 ” Pizza $ 4 .9 5
Small 1 0 ” Pizza $ 2 .8 0

In A Tim ely Manner...
(^ 3

541-4987

Foothill Plaza S.L.O.
Expires 10/25/87

CALL AHEAD
541-6606
^ —

wfs:

T h e TL74 B A S IC A L O '
P r o g r a m m a b le A d v a n c e d
S c ie n t if ic is TVs BASIC language
programmable calcubtor.
In addition to offering a full range
o f scientific, mathematical and .statistical functions, the TT74 offers
a 113 BA SIC keyword set with a
special function key that gives direct
2'keystroke access to 4 1 B A SIC
commands. The T l'7 4 also has
subroutine capability for advanced
programming flexibility.

«W« «»«s
« ":>

■ROC*; > > MBPfiec;

?
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T h e T i'6 5 A d v a n c e d
S c ie n t if ic offers all o f the
huilt'in functions o f the T l'6 0 ,
plus a stopwatch/ timer for lab'
work, eight physical
constants for use in
thermodynamics and
physics as well as
Decision Program'
ming (if.. .then)
capabilities. There
are also 100 pro'
gramming steps
for refretitive
calcuLitions.

I

940 Chorro Street ■ SLO

'
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T h e T h 9 5 P R O C A L C ^ 'i s
keystroke programmable and also
offers a fidl range of scientific,
mathematical and statistical functions.
Featured in the Ti-95 is TI's exclu'
sive Power Windi
Operating
Sy.stem, which (rrovides easy access
to the functions and flexible file
management system. Both the Ti-95
and the T F74 offer optional equip'
ment such as Solul State Software^'"
modules, an 8K comtant memory
module, a portable printer and
cassette interface.

isaPH O ssi

9
T heT l
B u s in e s s
SBI6888^8
A n a ly s t S o l a r
(H
..
features T I’s
' ' Ì é i« ■
exclusive Anylite
SolaP'^ technol'
ogy, so you can
VJL
use It in any
light. Preprogrammed formulas help you
speed through business problems .such as
interest, loans, real estate, bonds, pricing
and profit.

So pick up a TI calculator today.
It’ll save you a lot of grief and it
might just save your skin.

Texas^

In s t r u m

|

J a k e ’s — — — —^

GoodNews,
T h e T /-6 0 A d v a n c e d
S c ie n tif ic features such
huilt'in functions as hexa'
decimal/octal combers ion.s,
integration using Simpson's
rule, statistics (including
linear regression), trend line
analysis and metric to English
conversions. There are also
S4 programming .steps for
repetitive calculations.
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Exhibit displays large artworks
By April Karys, S taff Writer
;

^ Á

DARRELL MIHO/Mustang Daily

Complete line of Art, Graphis & Drafting Supplies

A riddle often encountered by
visitors to an art gallery is this:
Am I looking at these pieces or
are they looking at me?
Monumental Images, an exhibition of works by six East Coast
artists at the University Art
Gallery, poses this same question.
All of the prints in Monumental Images are large. The consideration of scale is as important an issue for the viewer as
the image being portrayed.
Because the prints are so large,
the viewer can observe the whole
from across the room, or examine
each stroke of color from a few
inches away.

Athletic Equipment
From Head to Foot

Back to School Specials:

Faber Castel Technical 4 Pen Sets
Reg. $52.00

DARTS & SMASHBALL•
GOGGLES & SWIMWEAR

SALE $ 1 8 . 7 5

RUSSELL SWEATCLOTHES
VOLLEYBALLS

Reform 5 Pen Sets
Reg. $67.50

Chuck Close’s portraits in carbon transfer etching are composed entirely of fingerprints. It is
these prints that contribute to
that watched feeling that may
posses the visitor of this exhibit,
Close uses his fingers to render
images from photographs of his
family and friends in a large-scale
pointelist fashion, so that what
appears to be a mass of fingerprints up close becomes a detailed portrait when viewed from
a distance.
Close also uses pieces of
handmade paper in black, gray
and white to achieve the same effeet in a self-portrait and one of a
young girl.
Jennifer
Bartlett,
another

TIGER VOLLEYBALL SHOES

SALE $ 2 6 . 5 0

KO H-I-N O O R 7 Pen Sets
Reg $83.50

B

SALE $ 5 5 . 6 9

Drafting Chairs
Reg. $215.00

SALE $ 1 3 9 . 9 9

Mention this ad and get a free high-lighter
Downtown SLO, 855 Marsh St.

c

i/ o

Sporting Goods
*
since 1945
886 MONTEREY
SAN LUIS OBISPO
One Block From the Mission

544-5518

543-2197

realistic artist, presents some of
the many pieces titled “ In The
Garden” that were the product of
her stay in F rance. Her
silkscreens range from 34- to
115-color. They are not precisely
detailed, but instead suggest,
through color and form, the
scene of a fountain and pool in a
garden as they might appear
through a camera lens slighty
out of focus.
The different color themes of
each of Bartlett’s prints are
reminiscent of the different
seasons and times of day in
which the artist drew the garden.
Michael Mazure’s “ The Copper
Beech,” a color lithograph mat
ted in the shape of a T, is at once
a portrayal of a tree in winter,
and of two human hands. The
image is ghostly and graceful.
Mazure’s “ Wakeby Day” is a
naturescape bright with color.
The
text ure
i mpar t ed
by
M azure’s woodcut technique
keeps the eye moving.
In the middle of the print is a
window into part of the same
naturescape, but shows it under
a storm by night.
In direct opposition to the
shimmering color of Mazure’s
“ Wakeby Day” are Donald
Sultan’s set of four aquatints
called “ Black Lemons.” While
the huge, stark,
seemingly
backlit groupings of lemon
shapes at first seem plain, they
become, with more in-depth
observation, graceful and fluid.
Susan Rothenburg’s “ Puppet”
reflects some of the same black
and white starkness of Sultan’s
lemon prints, but with a texture
that makes the image seem to
move. The puppet is dispropor
tionate, with a large, long body
See IMAGES, page 11
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CHECK OUT A REAL CAR STERO STORE - BUDGET TO EXOTtC
KENWOOD

KRC2000

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
$199 KENWOOD
List $280

KFC1271

KENWOOD

$299

KRC333

KENWOOD

DFC1671

List $400

Deliciously Affordable
Lunch: M onday - Saturday
Dinner: M onday - Sunday
% 9 M on terey St, San Luib O bispo

$99

Kenwood's hottest
seller - 6 1/2" 2-way
waterproof, 90 watts
handling power.
KFC103D

$69

For deep clean,
oil-free skin,
Noxzema has
the solution.

List $100
Aluminum voice
coil. 4" dual cone,
water resistant
and rated at 45 watts.

SO N Y

$299
PO RTABLE
C A R C D P LA Y E R
G o e s in to a n y
c a s s e tte p la y e r in
s e c o n d s . D ig ital
filte r, s u s p e n d
m o u n tin g s y s te m .
C h e c k th is g u y o u t!

Compact disc - AM/FM tuner - Fully
computerized - touch sensor
electronic controls - ultra trick!
MONSTER DISCOUNTS ON OVER $60,000 INVENTORY DISPLAY
& OVERSTOCK AT UP TO 50% OFF. WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE, ANYWHERE!

A u d io V id e o C o n c e p ts

Italian Restaurant

List $120

Anti-theft pullout piece. Auto reverse,
separate bass/treble, pre-amp, metal
tape and mucho more.
KRC858
KENWOOD
$499 KENWOOD
List $659
High-powered, anti-theft, computer
controlled. Bi-azimuth tape head,
swichable illuniation, and MUCHO,
MUCHO MORE!
KDC9R
KENWOOD
$749
List $1000

$79
List $120
Thin mount
5” 2-way fits
in all doors.
Waterproof
and rated at
45 watts.

A superunit with separate bass/treble,
auto reverse, pre-amp, tape advance
and 12- preset PLL tuner.

544-5888

OfEP ClEANS
LEAVES SKIN
PEELINGfíEERESHíD

Available at El Corral
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Hollywood Shuffle scores, even with low budget
acquired array of plastic.
Incredibly, “ Hollywood Shuf
fle” was brought in at $100,000.
The “ shuffle” refers to the
game a black actor has to play to
become successful in Hollywood.
Townsend plays Bobby Taylor,
an aspiring actor and not-soconscientious employee of the
Winky Dinky Dog food stand.
The plot, albeit thin, centers on
Bobby’s quest to get the lead in
a new movie, and is interwoven
with his hilarious, satirical
daydreams. In response to those
who tell actors like himself they
“ aren’t black enough,” he fan
tasizes about Hollywood’s only
Black Acting School, where
whi t e
teachers
conduct

B y D a w n O p s ta d

Special to the Daily
It is ironic that “ Hollywood
Shuffle,” a movie that satirizes
the groveling process of the film
industry, has made producer/
director/star Robert Townsend a
force to be reckoned with in the
Hollywood he makes fun of.
Townsend, an actor-comedian
seen in such films as “ A Soldier’s
Story” and “ American Flyers,”
makes his producing/directing
debut with “ Hollywood Shuffle.”
Taking an unheard of risk, he
financed this effort by pooling
the money he earned in previous
acting ventured and charging his
way around town with a newly

workshops in how to walk and
talk black.
Townsend cleverly shows the
black actor’s Catch-22: wanting
to make it while despairing over
the only roles available to him.
There is a transition of the
movie’s main message: “ Don’t
give up” becomes “ don’t sell
out.” This is Bobby’s moral
dilemma.
The film has some minor flaws
(one can attribute this to the
budget) but like its creator, it’s
smart, funny and high-spirited.
There is a lot of sarcasm in
T o w n s e n d ’s view of the
Hollywood system, but he re
mains
incredibly
likeable
throughout the film.

IMAGES
seem to be metamorphosing from
embryonic forms into more
mature stages. Some of the fig
ures seem to be spare, flattened
symbols of what they portray,
making them seem like modernday versions of ancient cave pictographs.
The mixture of abstract and
realistic styles represented in

From page 10

and small head, making it appear
to be other things — an insect
limb, or a bone, perhaps.
Terry Winters’ prints, titled
“ Folio,” also portray nature
forms, but in a more fundamental
manner. His figures are huge,
though they seem to represent
microscopic forms of life. They

BLOOM CO UNTY
m THR0U(rH

by Berke Breathed

COLLEGE NIGHT BBQ
FOOD

FELLOWSHIP
MOVI E

FO/V

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(CORNER OF MARSH & MORRO)

you exFicrep /t

W mW FROM THB

et/T BEFORB I PO.
I m n I couLP H m

PU5TEP
HI5T0RV.
OH. m f\ 60Ñm
Pie.

Monumental Images, coupled
with the order in which the
prints are hung in the gallery,
makes viewing the exhibit
somewhat like floating down a
stream. The gaze flows from
piece to piece, occasionally
catching in a tense eddy of color
and texture before recovering
and going on.__________________

Lovevf petusiON...

SWIMSUIT

moni !

ju5r...0Ne. ññORe..

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
5;00 P.M.

SPORTS lu usm m P

HeLLO,
P6f\R.

JU5TONC/wRe oetme. ^

issue.

MRy&e?

\

EVERYONE IS INVITED!
FOR MORE INFORMATION,

/It

CALL THE CHURCH
543-5451

----------

so im ,

M iM u a

rtUClOf OWNHt
ciuaof AMiatcA

544-9340

n s o s STREET SUBC;
SANDWICHES

AND

SPIRITS

GASOLINE . DIESEL

SPECIA LIZIN G IN CO M PLETE
S ER V IC E A REPA IR ON
e A.M. - S P.M.
MON. • FRI.

VOLKBWAQEM - PORSCHE - AUDI - BM W\
PEUGEOT - aTROEM
2699 McMilton Rood, Son Luit Obispo

RELAX!
AND HAVE US
DELIVER

TO YOUR DOOR!
CONES
SHAKES
SUNDAES
ESPRESSO
T W O L O C A T IO N S
1356 M adonna Rd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
544 3999

STORE H O U R S

793-A Foothill Bivd
Sun - Thurs. = 9 :3 0 a m -10 p m
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Fri & Sat, = 9 :3 0 a m -11pm
543 0707
'Coupons not to be used in combination

RENT A VCR RENT A MOVIE
AND A MOVIE GET ONE FREE
FOR

$7.95
STUDIO VIDEO COUPON •
EXPIRES 10/19/87

541 -0955

(of similar value

nSO S STREET SUB«;
SANDWICHES

AMD

EXP 10/15

SPIRITS

500 O FF
ANY ICE CREAM DELIVERY
(w/ purchase of a sandwich)

STUDIO VIDEO COUPON •
EXPIRES 10/19/87

one coupon per customer please
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Mojo Nixon & Skid Roper in ull tiicir
“ l-'lvisncss" will be “ Suif't'in’ Martha’s Mutlin” and “ iiiirmn’ Down The Malls” tonight
at the ( ayuais Veteran’s Hall. Crucial DBC
will open the show, which begins at 9 p.m.
lickets are SX.50 in advance and will be $9.00
at the door. All ages are welcome. lor more
information call KOTR at 927-5021.
Rhythm and lilues band Release will perI'orm at a scholarship fund-raiser dance
sponsored by the Black Professional Womens
Organization tonight. The dance begins at 9
p.m. and will be held at the Bassi House/
Diable Deti m Avila. .Admission will be $4 at
the door, for more information call 543-5055
or 461-9243.
I he Sakamoto Knsemble will perform at the
Cal Poly Iheatre Saturday night as part of
the Quintessence C'oncert Series. The show is
sponsored by the Cal Poly C'enier for The

China (ilrl- He’s Italian she’s Chinese and
together they fight to to keep their love
poignant and sweet in a cold word of gang
warfare and the usual ‘‘\\’estside Story an
tics.” Festival Cinemas.
Dirly Dancing-Another coming of age
movie that is actually a funny, knowing and
sexy look at first love and growing up. Jen
nifer Grey is a marvel and Patrick Swayze
makes a good hunk. Festival Cinemas and
Mission Cinemas.
Dragnet- Slam-bang car crashes and silly
pagan rituals are just part of this fond
recollection of the old show. Madonna Plaza
Theatre.
Kvery Man For Himself and Ciod Against
All directed by Werner Herzog, is the next
film in the German New Wave series at Cal
Poly. This film will be shown Monday at 7
p.m. at Chumash Theatre. Tickets must be
purchased in advance. See story in this edi
tion.
Fatal Attraction- The story of a crush
come true and all the lurid consequences of

IT "*

•'•■V
'

^
'

{

M o jo N ix o n a n d S k id R o p e r

Alls, for more information and ticket reser
vations call 756 1421.
.lohn Bankston will play original guitar
songs III 1960s and 1970s style Saturday
iiiglii ai I miiaea’s Cafe. Admission is free.
Also at I iiinaea’s on Sunday night is Up In
I he Air who wijl play meditative Mantra
Music. I his perli>rm iiice will begin at 8 p.m.
San Inis .la// will be featured at Brubecks
this weekeiul. I he first show will he tonight
starting at 9. 1he same schedule will apply
Sat urdav night.
I he D.irk Room will once again he visited
bv Spankv and I r>cr Duck and the Rain
Dawgs lotiiglit.
Slienaiulo.ih's welcomes fitr the first time
this weekeiul Uual band Run For Cover,
plaviiig rock miginals and covers. There will
be a $2 covei charge fi>r the slu>w that will
begin at 9;30tr>mght aiul tr>im>trow night.
Downev Mildew will perform its mvn style
miectunis piogressive music at DK’s West
Indies Bar Wediiesdav night starting at 8
p.m. I he covei charge is $4 for those aged 21
and I'vei. Im more information call KCPR at
S44 4640.
And in Santa Barbara:
C riticallv acclaimed Sonic $oiilh and
Firehose im Moiidav, Sept. 28 will be at Borsodi’s U>cated at 938 Fmbarcadero Del Norte
m Isla \ ista. I he show is opeti lor all ages
with tickets piiceil at $14 at the door. The
s ho w
begins
at
8
ji. tn .

I he Big I asv
A lilm that has been
ilescribed as having a ja//y self-conl'idence
similar to Dentiis Quaid’s irresistible sexv
stilile. Madi>iiiia Pla/a Iheatre.
I he Big Town l ite latest Matt Dilkm flick
that takes place in a (yes you guessed it)
small town. 1estival C'inema iiiid Mission
Cinemas
Blue Monkey- I his horror flick should not
be confuseli with New Order's “ Blue Moii
dav” or David I vneh's “ Blue N'elvet.” fes
tival Cinemas.
Born In l ast I . A. Words sytiotimoiis with
this story are lituana, marijuana, homebov
and Immigratioii and Naturali/ation Ser
vices, sometimes known as the INS. festival
('inenias.
('an’( Buy Me love- A teen tale where “ No,
no, no, tio-o-o-o,” is relevant. Festival
C'inemas.

such a situation. Festival Cinemas.
The Fourth Protocol- Super-cool Pierce
Brosnan is a KGB agent working against our
hero Michael ('aine who is, of course, a Brit
ish agent fighting to save the W'estern world.
Festival C'inemas.
Hellraiser-A
well-acted
bourgeois
household sinks into terrifying depravity and
murder after the black sheep Uncle Frank
shows up. Festival C'inemas.
Hollywood Shuffle- A fun stab at
Hollywood that has proved a success for
producer/director/lead actor Robert Town
send. See the review in this issue. Rainbow
Theatre through Monday.
La Bamba- Luckily the music of Ritchie
Valens (who the movie is all about) was never
as over-played as the title song of this movie
by Los Lobos. Madonna Pla/a Theatre.
Fbe Uosi Biiys- Punk vampires terrorize
new kids in a town that suspiciously looks
like Santa C'ru/. Fair Oaks Theatre.
No Way Ou(- A power lunch is all that’s
needed to get in the mood for this tale of
VHashington elites ruling the world in a pro
vocative manner. Festival Cinemas.
Pickup Ariisi- Robert Downey says “ hey
babe” to Molly Ringwald and scores, but the
movie strikes out. I'estival C'inemas and
Mission Cinemas.
Principal- “ 1 wannna make a school out of
this place,” says Jim Belushi in this new
flick. Fesiival Cinemas, n
Roxanne- A story based on C'yrano de
Bergerac has turned out to be a sweet
romantic comedy. Madonna Pla/a Theatre.
Robocop- A sci-fi thriller guaranteed to
make your head spin, starring Peter V\'eller in
the title role. Fair Oaks Theatre.
Stakeoui-The clever pair of Richard
Drey fuss and F'milio Fsteve/ peep, poke and
manage to provide plenty of entertainment in
this cop-out actioti-comedy thriller. Freemont
Theatre and Bay Theatre.
VNitches of F.asiwick- F'njoy the popcorti
during this tale with surprising cherry
chuckine scenes. Madonna Pla/a Theatre.

Hall. See story in this issue.
When is a Book More Than a Book? is the
well-read exhibit featured at the Galerie of
the Julian A. MePhee University Union.
Most of the books have been set in lead type
by hand and printed on hand-made or
mold-made paper. Many have been bound by
hand and include original prints by artists.
The exhibition will run through Oct. 10. A
Galerie reception is planned for Sunday Sept.
27 from 3 to 5 p.m. Admission is free.
Kivas is the theme and title of an exhibit
featuring the works of Santa Barbara native
Joyce Rezendes at ARTernatives located at
955 Morro in San Luis Obispo. The exhibit,
which features mixed media drawings, paint
ings, assemblages and Boor pieces, will run
through Sept. 30. For more information call
544-9251.
An
exhibition
called
Wear abl es/
Unwearables featuring pieces that use the
body as a metaphor will run through Oct. 4
at the San Luis Obispo Art Center at Mission
Plaza. Silk, feathers and leather are just
some of the media expressions of the con
temporary fiber arts movement that origi
nated in San Francisco 15 years ago.
A one-man show highlighting (ieorge Gib
son, nationally known for his watercolor
paintings, will run through Oct. 9 at the Ke
nyon Gallery of Los Osos. The Kenyon
Gallery is located at the corner of Ninth and
Santa Ynez streets in l.os Osos. Regular
gallery hours are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Tuesday through Saturday.
More watercolors will be presented by Jo
Werls in the San Luis Obispo Art Center
Entrance Gallery at 1010 Broad St. The ex
hibit will end Oct. 11. For more information
telephone 543-8562.
Original paintings by Red Skellon are on
display for sale at the Parkhurst Gallery in
Morro Bay. Also on display are photos of
Skelton’s latest display. For more informa
tion call 772-3660.

The
G re a t
A m e r ic a n
M elodram a
employees are the latest victims Alias Jack
The Ripper, which will be playing Wednesday
through Sunday evenings until Nov. 15. Also
featured on the bill is The Scary Monster
Vaudeville guaranteed for a scary thrill dur
ing this
pre-Halloween
season.
For
showtimes and reservations of the company’s
special lOOth production call 489-2499.
Fantasticks, the haunting, bitter sweet tale
of two young lovers, is the fall opener for the
San Luis Obispo J.ittle Theatre. This produc
tion will run through Oct. 10. Tickets are
available at the San Luis Obispo Chamber of
Commerce or by calling 543-3737.
Tonight is the opening of Stage Struck, a
comedy thriller about stage people at The
Pewter Plough Playhouse located at 824 N.
Main St. in Cambria. Tickets are $7 and res
ervations can be made by calling 927-3877.

*

T h e G r e a t A m e r ic a n M e l o d r a m a

C'al Poly’s Orchesis Dance Company will
hold an audition for its 18th annual dance
concert Tuesday, Sept. 29 at 5:30 p.m. in the
C'randall dance studio. A final workout
meeting for those wishing to audition will be
held on Saturday. Sept. 26 at 9 a.m. also in
the Crandall studio.
A weekend New .Age Fair will be held
beginning Saturday, Sept. 26 at 10 a.m. at
the ('ambria Pines 1 odge. New Age Visions
will offer information on subjects such as
crystals, reflexology and self-hypnosis.
Everything from coffee to luxury cruises
will be open for bidding at KCBX’s Public
Auction Saturday, Sept. 26. Bidding will
begin at 11 a.m. at the Mission Pla/a
downtown. There is no charge for registra
tion.
The hot cotnedy act of Ron Jones and
Flame will be featured at \5’M Randolphs
Monumental Image, featuring the works of tonight and tomorrow night. The cost is $6
six Fast ('oast artists rarely exhibited in per person for both the 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
C'alifornia, will be shown through Oct. 23 in shows. The shows are complimentary with
the Universitv .Art Gallerv located in Dexter dinner.
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Lady Mustangs
ace Pepperdine
By Elmer Ramos
Sports Editor

Students attending their first
volleyball match of the new
season Wednesday not only saw
Cal Poly’s revamped starting
lineup but also a new lethal
weapon: the jump serve.
A Cal Poly trio unleashed the
unorthodox
but
devestating
weapon on 14th-ranked Pepper
dine, recording 15 aces as the
Lady Mustangs downed the
Waves, 15-3, 17-15, 15-8.
The win improved Cal Poly’s
record to 8-2 overall while Pep
perdine dropped to 3-3. The Lady

Mustangs will face 15th-ranked
San Jose State Friday and topranked Pacific, the defending
NCAA champion, Saturday in a
pair of Pacific Coast Athletic
Association matches in the main
gym.
Kerry House, Darci Pankhard
and Theresa Smith all used jump
serves against Pepperdine, utiliz
ing all the power of a spike but
without any danger of the hit be
ing blocked. Without clean ser
vice returns, Pepperdine could
muster only a lackluster attack,
which was softened by strong
See V O LL E Y B A L L , page 16

Poly’s Theresa Smith recorded two aces against the Waves.

DARRELL MIHO/Mustang Daily

ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Want to Get Involved?
The Engineering Council has several
positions available.
• Poly Royal Executive Board Rep.
• University Union Advisory Board Rep.
• Student Senator
• Engineering News Editor (New!)
• Or one of many council staff positions
If you want to develop leadership,
organizational & time manage- ment skills
while serving your fellow engineers, apply
at the Engineering Dean's office in Bldg.
13 or the ASI Executive office in the U.U.
For information call Tom Lebens (Council
Pres.) 544-1437 or Linda Lee Thoresen
(ASI Executive Secretary) 756-1291.

AS Y O U MAKE THE M O V E TO COLLEGE. M A N Y THINGS ARE G O IN G THROUGH
YOUR M IN D ; O N E O F THE M O ST IMPORTANT O F W H IC H IS SOMEWHERE TO
CALL H O M E . THAT’S WHERE STENNER GLEN C O M E S IN. WE RUN STENNER
GLEN FOR Y O U . THE COLLEGE STUDENT. TO US THE PEOPLE ARE
IMPORTANT.

SANDS UQUOR & DELI
Mustang Players of the Week
POLY 30

HUMBOLT 24

FACILITIES:
STENNER GLEN OFFERS YO U A WELL RO UNDED H O M E LIFE. START WITH
FACILITIES IN C L U D IN G A S W IM M IN G PO O L, BASKETBALL CO UR T. DRY HEAT
SAUNAS, WEIGHT R O O M . C O L O R TV LO UNG E, STUDY LOUNQES, DRAFTING

^ m.

R O O M . PHO TO G RAPHY R O O M . C O M M U N IT Y KITCHEN. A N D M U C H M O RE.

FOOD SERVICE:
WE BELIEVE WE HAVE THE BEST F O O D SERVICE P R O G R A M AVAILABLE

Robert Staack

»pedal Teams
Damon Shows

Defensive
John Fasset

Student Owned
and Operated

FEATURING 1 9 .1 4 . O R 7 MEALS PER WEEK WITH 3 ENTREES AT EACH MEAL
A N D UNLIMITED SECO NDS. WE HAVE M O NTHLY SPECIAL DINNERS A N D YOUR
C H O IC E O F STEAK. C H IC K E N , O R SHRIMP EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT. THERE
ARE ALSO M INI-SPECIALS A L O N G THE W AY TO CUT D O W N THE B O RED O M OF
EATING IN A CAFETERIA DAY IN A N D DAY OUT.

ACTIVITIES:

Check out the Newest
Store in town
Specializing in custom
built Sandwiches, Liquor,
& Beer

SA N llS
1 i ( i t i or ( ¿<^( i cl i

WE HAVE ACTIVITIES P R O G R A M S THAT INCLUDE DANCES. BBQ’S, GUEST
SPEAKERS, HAPPY HOURS. M O NTE C A R L O . M O V IE S BY THE P O O L. TALENT
SHO W , TOURNAMENTS. A N D M U C H M O RE.

ACCOMODATIONS:
THE SUITE AR RAN G EM EN T AT STENNER GLEN IS DESIGNED TO G IVE YOU
P R IV A C Y WHILE P R O V ID IN G A WELL FURNISHED L IV IN G R O O M FOR

1930 A Monterey St.
(in front of Sands Motel &
next to Wm. Randolph’s)

CO M FO RTABLE GET-TOGETHERS. ALL A C C O M O D A T IO N S ARE FULLY
FURNISHED. DRAPED, A N D CARPETED. YO U C A N DECORATE THE R O O M TO
FIT Y O U R TASTE...EVEN<MOVE IN A WATERBED IF Y O U LIKE.

MANAOEMENT:

POLY 51

LUTHERAN 23

M O ST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE C O N C E R N E D M A N A G E M E N T W H O THINK Y O U ARE
IM PORTANT A N D TREAT YO U AS A N ADULT. WE RUN STENNER GLEN FOR YO U
A N D SOLICIT YO U R INPUTS IN TO THE R U N N IN G O F THE C O M P L E X . WE HAVE
FAITH IN O U R RESIDENTS A N D THEY HAVE FAITH IN US. STENNER GLEN
IS THE KIND O F PLACE THAT WILL MAKE YO U FEEL RIGHT AT H O M E .

V
Offensive
Robert Ortega

Speciai Teams
Kevin Emigh

.^-Im Ü Ü
Defensive
Tom Carey

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD,, SLO
544-4540
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Football team tests perfect record against Chico State
The undefeated Cal Poly foot
ball team will take its potent of
fense and stingy defense north
this weekend to face sliding
Chico State in a non-conference
game Saturday.
The Mustangs (2-0 overall, I-O
in the Western Football Con
ference) are fresh off a 51-23
trouncing of Cal l.utheran last

weekend. It was the first time
since 1978 that Cal Poly has
scored more than 50 points in a
game. Meanwhile, Chico (0-2) has
mustered little offensive clout in
its two losses.
Cal Poly leads the WFC in
total offense, averaging 427.5
yards and 40.5 points per game.
But while head coach Lyle

Setencich has talked of throwing
the ball often, almost two-thirds
of the Mustangs’ offensive out
put has come on the ground.
Running back Todd Ffenderson, who leads the team in
rushing with 183 yards, is
averaging an outstanding 9,6
yards per carry. His running is
complemented by that of Gary

Artist (129 yards) and Allen
Survia (117 yards).
Quarterback Tom Sullivan, a
junior who transfered from
Sacramento City College, also
has been effective. He has com
pleted 21 of 41 passes for 294
yards and three touchdowns. His
main target, wide receiver Lance
See FOOTBALL, page 15

CAL POLY (2-0)
at
CHICO STATE (0-2)
7 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 26
University Stadium , Chico
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Every one of you con be a Big Mon On Campus! Just blow up that favorite 3 ^^7 "
print and you'll be hanging around the house in style.
Right now, participating dealers in KODAK Processing can turn any of your
favorite 35 mm color negatives, slides or prints into a beautiful 20" x 30" or 12" x 18"
KODAK Poster Print. With super color and quality. And now through November
30,1987 you can get up to S2 off the regular price. A 20" x 30" print is just $15.95,’ a
12" X 18" print is just $12.95.’ Just bring this coupon to one of the following dealers in
KODAK Processing, Give him your 35 mm original. And see how easy it is to be a
B.M.O.C.

Get up to $2 off Poster Prints by KODAK.

20" X 3 0 " poster only $15.95 (save $2)
12" X 18" poster only $12.95 (save $1)
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J.A.M. Photo Inc.
9 Santa Rosa Blvd.

Cal. Photo Supply
899 Miguera Street
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Jim ’s Campus Camera Inc.
766 Miguera Street
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FOOTBALL
From pa^e 14
Martin, has grabbed nine passes,
two of them for touchdowns.
On the other side of the line,
the defensive squad is tops in the
WFC in total defense, holding
opponents to only 186 yards per
game. Right tackle John Fassett
is the team leader in tackles with
18. Tom Carey, who earned WFC
player-of-the-week honors for his
performance against Cal Luther
an, is second with 13 tackles.
— KImer Kamos

Poly runners take No. 1
rankings to Berkeley meet
The Cal Poly women’s cross
country team, top-ranked in the
nation, and the men’s team, topranked in the Western Region,
both will compete Saturday in
UC Berkeley’s Cal Invitational.
The women, gunning for their
sixth straight national champi
onship, are coming off a victory
at the Sonoma State Invitational
last weekend. Gladees Prieur was
the first of five lady Mustangs
in the top 10, winning the race in

a time of 16:58. She was followed
by Pauline Stehly (4th). Sherri
viinkler (5th), Noreen DeBettencourt (8th) and Becky Nieto (9th).
The men captured third place
in the Fresno State Invitational
last weekend. Mike Livingston
was the first Mustang across the
line, finishing in fifth place with
a time of 31:52. Paul Cihidossi
and Tim Campbell finished 11th
and 20th, respectively.
— F.lmer Kamos
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Pull out the Spotlight section of MUSTANG
DAILY each Fri(jay ar\6 save it through the
weeken(j

NcNillian fi?Wife
MARKET
* grocery *deli
*sundries
* beer Ar wine* * kegs
' * videotapes

^

h av in g a p arty ?
j 1599 MONTERV 544 6060

THE FIRST RRESBYTERIAH C H U R C ti
(CORNER OF MARSH AND MORRO STREETS)

SUNDAY SERVICES

kinko's
Open 24 hrs.
5 4 4 -0 7 7 1
973 Foothill Blvd.

GERMAN AUTO

Informal Workship
8:30am
Fellowship 1iall
Traditional Workship ITOOam
Sanctuary
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL
THE CHURCH 5 4 3 -5 4 5 1

C L A S S IF IE D
•SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
MGMT-MEETING AG ENG123 11AM THUR
•FREE- FRI-A PARTY WITH PUNCH COME
TO MEETING FOR DETAILS
AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11 00 ARCH
225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME"
NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY JEWISH CUL
TURAL EXCHANGE ROSH HASHANA
BASH SAT SEPT 26 CALL 549-8186 FOR
INFO

’ AUDITION ORCHESIS DANCE CO. ALL
TYPES OF DANCE ALL LEVELS WANTED
WORKSHOPS ARE TONIGHT 5:30PM AND
SATURDAY 9:30AM AT DANCE STUDIO
NEXT TO CRANDALL ACTUAL AUDITION
IS TUES SEPT 29 STARTING AT 5 30
BE~COME~A MEM bF r' OF THE GROVVING
, ASI
CORPORATE
MARKETING
TEAM.DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLSAND
HELP IMPROVE ASI. PICK UP AN APPLI
CATION FROM LINDA LEE IN UU217A. DEAD
LINE IS FRI OCT. 9
Biofeedback Group Wednesday3-5 pm Coun
seling Services546-2511
_
j Bulimia Support Group Time &Day to be ar^ ranged Counseling Services 546-2511
GET INVOLVEDIDEVELOP LEADERSHIP
SKILLS. THERE ARE OVER 60 POSITIONS
OPEN ON ACADEMIC AND CAMPUSWIDE
STANDING COMMITTEES. SEE LINDA LEE
IN UU217A FOR AN APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT. 9 AT 5PM _
How To Keep Quality In Your Study Habbits
■ Sept 29th 12-1 pm Chase Hall Room 102
546-1256 __________________________
How To Keep Quality In Your Study Habbits
Sept 28th 12-1 pm Chase Hall Room 102
546-1256
Incest: A Support group for women Vi/ednesdays 2-4 pm Counseling Services 546-2511
Interpersonal Group Thursdays 3-5 pm Coun
____________
seling Services 546-2511

JOIN NOW

USHER CORP CAL
POLY THEATRE DROP

BY THE THEATRE TO SIGN UP OR CALL
756-2421 FOR AN APPLICATION_______
PO^TIVE ADDICTION-’SIGNUP NOW FOR
REC SPORTS FITNESS & LEISURE
CLASSES UU 118 OR CALL 756-1366
Re-entry Discussion Group Thursday 11-12
noonCounseling Services 546-2511
Stress Management Group Mondays 3-5 pm
Counseling Services 546-2511___________
Time Management Seminar Sept.28th 3-4:30
' pm Chase Hall 546-1256

AEROBICS AEROBICS 4.5.6PM M-TH IN
MUSTANG LOUNGE BEGINS 9/28 SIGNUP
AT REC SPORTS UU 118_______________

DEENE BITTLESTON

MAY THE DIPLOMA OF HAPPINESS FIND
YOU IN FOUR YEARS'GOOD LUCK____
Herbalife Independent Distributor call me for
products Chris543-8172
___
HI MARGOT HOv7 ar 1 3 'O U ^ A L L ME IF
YOU FIND THE TIME

JULIA
I DIDN T CATCH YOUR LAST NAME AT IBM
THIS SUMMER PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL
AT 54j42799 CLARK G_
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days Guaranted call
CHRIS 543-8172

A lpha G amma
R ho
FALL RUSH 9/28-10/3

BE THERE
132 CALIFORNIA BLVD
544-8919 OR 543-2791

THETA CHI RUSH

GAMING NIGHT WEN 23 AT HOUSE 8PM
FUN IN THE SUN SAT 26 HOUSE 10AM
SERENADING MON 28 HOUSE 730PM SPA
GHETTI DINNER WEN 30 HOUSE 8PM UL
TIMATE BBQ TH 1 CUESTA PARK 3PM
INVITATIONAL PARTY

DSP

FALL RUSH
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

SPUDS
TG.
MACKENZIE

3-7PM

LAMBDA CHI RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA WELCOMES ALL CAL
POLY GREEKS BACK FOR A GREAT
YEAR!!

LAM BD A
CHI
RUSH TG
BAND, BBQ, BABES!
FRIDAY, SEPT 25/3-6PM
MUSTANG
RUSH CARDS REQ'D
ALPHA UPSILON FALL RUSH 87 SAT9/26
TOGA party G rangehall 8pm Sun9/27
BEER&BONESEIChorropark12Tue9/29Spaghetfi
Feed493Pism o6pm
TH10/1
SMOKER(coat&tie)752Palm730 Call 5469312 for details

BETA THETA PI

FALL RUSH
MAZATLAN FRI.SEPT.25 8PM PINE CREEK
CONDOS 2ND ANNUAL GOLF CLASSIC
SAT. SEPT. 26 1PM g THE HOUSE PENGUINE PARTY TUES. SEPT. 29 7PM g THE
HOUSE TAHITI THURS. OCT. 1 PORT SAN
LUIS SMOKER FRI. OCT. 2 7PM g THE
HOUSE PINNING WITH ALPHA PHISAT.
OCT. 3 INVITE ONLY
CONGRATULATIONS
ZTA NEW PLEDGES
WELCOME TO YOUR NEW HOME

GO BETA
GREAT JOB
NATALIE AND KARLA
LOVE. YOUR ZETA SISTERS

LAMBDA

CHI PHA RUSH FRI SEPT25 TGIF PARTY
3PM AT MUSTANG VILLAGE PARK SAT
SEPT26 SPORTSFEST.CUESTA PARK
1200(SPORTS.FOOD.ETC)SUN SEPT27
WORKSHOP.HOUSE 11AM TUES SEPT29
HAWAIIN LUAU NIGHT AT THE HOUSE
730PM
WED
SEPT.30
CASUAL
NIGHT.HOUSE6PM RUSH CARDS REQ D
AT ALL FUNCTIONS QUESTIONS^ CALL
DAVID 544-9774
PHI KAPPA PSf RUSH FALL 1987 WED
SEPT 23 SPAGHETTI DINNER 6 30 THURS
SEPT 24 TNL 9 30 SAT SEPT 26 EXCHANGE
8 30 TUES SEPT 29 BBQ RIB DINNER 6 30
WED SEPT 30 SMOKER 8 00 COAT&TIE
THURS OCJ 1 INTERVIEWS BY APPT

SAE-RUSH

THIS WEEKEND
•BIG SATURDAYPEACH SCHOOL/PARK
375 FERRINI
11 00-3 00

‘SUNDAY BRUNCH*
W/ ZTA SOROITY
SLO VETS HALL
801 GRAND AVE
10 30-1:00
CASUAL ATTIRE

SIGMA NÜ RUSH 87

DELTA TAU
FRATERNITY

PRESENTS
FALL RUSH 1987 WED 9/23 SPUD S NIGHT
8PM THURS9/24 TRAVEL THE WORLD 8
FRI 9'25 TG SAT 9'26 BACK TO THE BEACH
8 (BEACH ATTIRE REQUIRED) MON 9/28
SMOKER(COAT&TIE) 8PM WED 9 30 AOII
EXCHANGE 7PM THURS 10/1 SOUTH OF
THE BORDER NIGHT 8PM FR110/2 TOGA"'
SAT 10'3 INTERVIEWS TBA ANY QUES77TIONS CALL 543-9656

SIGMA CHI RUSH
TRI-TIP BARBECUE
Saturday 2 00 PM 1512 Mill St

Thurs 9'24 Dinner Vets Hall 7pm Fri 9/25
Sports Cuesta Park 4pm Sat 9/26 Sorority
Exchange TBA Mon 9'28 Aloha Night 7pm
Tue 9/29 Slide Presentation TBA Vlfed 9 30
Smoker Discovery Inn 7
SIGMA PI FALL RUSH FREE BBQ SEPT
26TH THIS SAT AT POLY GROVE

TAU KAPPA
EPSILON
FALL RUSH 1987
FOR MORE INFO
CALL 544-TEKE
ATRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

Greek News

For Sale

WELCOME TO OUR FAMILY ALPHA PHI
PIS!! OUR SISTERS LOVE YOU!!

BACK TO SCHOOL BLOWOUT!!!
Al 1 AEROBIC RUNNING TIGHTS
ONI Y S9 00
WELI S SPORTSWEAR OUTt ET
245 TANKEARM HO 511 4248
DON T MISS IT'"

Events

WELCOME
P A R T Y sat SEPT26 UU220 7PM
CONCERTBSU CHRISTIAN FEL lOWSHIP

Services
COMPUTER TERMINALS AND MODEMS
FOR LEASE-S35 MO. S75 OTR HOME
VIDEO. 667-B MARSH ST SLO 544-5288

Typing
Im still typing For work You canlrusl c.ill
Susie 528-7805 Thanks

Opportunities
Student to reside with aged lady to covi'i .my
late night emergency Room and bioakfasi in
exchange close to campus, good study con
ditions Call 543-1432

Employment
•••DANCERS-"
A FEW GORGEOUS MEN NEEDED FORIo
cal exotic dance Revue Will train CALI NOW
for interview NIGHT OWL PRODUCTIONS
528-8831
WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT
REC SPORTS FOR WEIGHTROOM AND FA
CILITY SUPERVISORS APPLY IN UU 118
BY MONDAY 9'28
WORK-STUDY POSITION AVAIL ABLE S5 00
HR US PEACE CORPS LIAISONOFFICE
CURRENTLY SEEKING RPCU OR OTHER
INTERNATIONALLY ORIENTED PERSON
TO WORK BETWN 15-20 HRS WK JOB Dl
RECTLY RELATED TO RECRUITMT IN
QUIRE IN RM 10-238 OR CALL X5017 AND
LEAVE A MESSAGE
DO YOU HAVE WORK STUDY^ DO YOU
LIKE PEOPLE^ DO YOU WANT A POSITION
HERE ON CAMPUS WHICH WILL TEACH
YOU ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC RELA
TIONS AND PEOPLE SKILLS^ IF YOU AN
SWERED YES TO THOSE QUESTIONS
THEN CALL X3396 FOR MORE INFORMA
TION ABOUT HOW YOU CAN WORK IN
ONE OF OUR RESIDENCE HALLS AS A
DESK ATTENDANT TODAY! HURRY! AVAIL^L_E POSITIONS ARE LIMITED
LE/Tr N a n d EARN' Add AG 100 this Fall (3)
and grow and market vegetables, field crops
and fruit (available to all ma)ors) Sign up in
Crop Science Dept office. AG 129 756
1237
NOW ACCEPTING APPL FOR COUNTER
AND DEL PERSONS (MUST HAVE OWN
CAR) APPLY AT NEROS 1017 MONTEREY

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE HELPERS

PART TIME MUST BE AVAIL MOST SAT
URDAYS LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC
NEAT WELL ORGANIZED PERSON TO
HELPCUSTOMERS DO BOOKEEPING AN
SWER PHONES & ASSIST IN OFFICE MAIN
TENANCE SEND NAME ADDRESS &
PHONE + BRIEF EXPLANATION OF YOUR
INTEREST IN THE JOB & QUALIFICATIONS
TO PERSONNEL. PO BOX 1792 SLO93406

TRUCK DRIVER

LOCAL DELIVERY OF BUILDING MATERI
ALS PART TIME HOURS MIN AGE 21
MUST HAVE TRUCK EXPERIENCE AND
GOOD DRIVING RECORD CLASS 1 LI
CENCE NOT REQUIRED CALL WEEKDAYS
8AM-11AM 544-1375

BIKE 12 SPEED NISHIKI 1 YH O lO FXCEl
I ENT CONDITION Si 10 CALt 544 3821
EVES
NAGELS Cominrmotalivr's .ind others Some
rtm d SAVES 5-19-7739 Lv msri
RAYBANS 10 OFF AT THE SEA BARN
AVILABEACH ONLY WHEN THIS AD RUNS
YARD SALE SEPT 268.27 8AM-4PM
I AMPS BICYCLES TOOt S BOOKS
PHOTO EG MUCH
MUCH MORE 244-248 FOOT Hit L St O

Mopeds & Cycles
1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles
recently tuned runs grc'at Black with new
Met/el(;r tires Wilti hrrimi't S1000. A (jte.it
deal Call Malt al 544-4329 or 756-1 143
PUCH Mo|)eds 2 to choose from both in rjii
runniiK) cond and both h.ave annual pr'tmils
275 e;i 541 3931

Automobiles
DODGE DART 1963 runs good S350 oho
( .111 773-2159

Roommates
NEED ONE RENTER TO SHARE ROOM 2
BDRM HOUSE 230 UTIL PAID CALL ANY
TIME 544 3341
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LAGUNA LAKE CONDO FURNISHED OR
NOT W POOL OWN BATH SUNDECK CALI
546 8831 S200 00 MO
WOODBRIDGECONDOROOMTOSHARE2
FEM AVAIL NOW S225/MO WD,MICRO CALL
LINDA 544-4312

Rental Housing
2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon Lease
Pool Tennis Free utilities call 544-2176
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at S395 Low Security Deposits Phone
Daily 9am-6pm 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR
GREAT HOUSE
Need 2FM Rmmfs Nonsmokers Across from
Poly hot tub deck laundry fully furnished plus
more' call Malena Alison 541-1530
MASTER bedroom bath for one or two m Mod
ern 3-bedroom Laguna Lake Home Ga
rage Laundry Yard $370 mo 543-5538 or 5437665 mess
PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3
FMROOMMATE
$238-275 MO
CALLMICHELLE (714) 644-4192

Homes for Sate
BUYING A HOUSE7FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES/CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO INCLUDING CONDOS
NEAR POLY. CALL STEVE NELSON 5438370 FARRELL SMYTH_INC MESSAG E_
Condos & Homes for sale information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C 215413432______
____________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale in
SLO County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real-

to^543-(3M3______ _

________

Mobile Home 10x50 2 bedroom inSLQ Park
Excellent condPartially furn $15,000 FIRMcall
773-2159
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VOLLEYBALL
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Cal Poly blocking.
The Lady Mustangs finished
with 15 aces, just two shy of the
team record. House recorded a
game-high seven aces, which
would have tied the team record
had Pankhard not set a new one
earlier this month with nine aces
against Santa Clara. House
especially asserted herself in
game three, when her serves
powered Cal Poly to a 9-1 and
then a 13-8 lead.
Although Pankhard recorded

only three aces, she said her
serves felt better than they did
against Santa Clara.
“ It gave me more confidence
when I saw they were having
trouble with it,” said Pankhard,
a junior who transfered from San
Diego State. “ They were scared
ofit.”
Smith was the first Lady
Mustang to experiment with a
jump serve, followed by House
and then Pankhard. Throughout
training camp, though, none of
them were able to develop much
consistency. But when Cal Poly
returned home from its Utah trip
earlier this month, they began to

find the rhythm.
“ It’s a great weapon for us,”
said head coach Mike Wilton.
“ They have the green light to use
it if they feel strongly about it.
The option promotes individual
thinking, creativity and aggresiveness.”
The jump serve was not the
only surprise for returning stu
dents. When the starting lineup
was announced, setter Claudia
Hemmersbach was the only
starter from last year’s squad to
step out. Pankhard, House, Lori
Saling, Gretchen Mitchell and
Morgan Cecil, all newcomers,
rounded out the lineup.

Wilton said the new Lady
Mustangs faced the Pepperdine
challenge very well. The victory
served as a good momentum
builder for the coming matches
against San Jose State and
Pacific, he said.
“ It was a coming-of-age night
tonight,” he said. “ I’m surprised
that it came so easily. My goal
for the week was to compete with
one of those teams. We ac
complished that tonight.”
House finished with a gamehigh nine kills, followed by
Pankhard and Saling, who each
r ecorded seven. Cal Poly
outblocked Pepperdine, 19-4.

WEEKEND SPORTS
FRIDAY:
□ Soccer vs. Stanford, 7 p.m.,
Mustang Stadium.
□ Volleyball vs. San Jose State,
7:30 p.m., Main Gym.
SATURDAY:
□ Cross country at Cal Invita
tional, 10 a.m., UC Berkeley.
□ Football at Chico State, 7
p.m.. University Stadium.
□ Volleyball vs.
p.m.. Main Gym.

Pacific,

7:30
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If you’re serious about landing the beet Job, find tfie
company. And now thera’s an important, Indapendant source
you c « i rely on— 17te tOO 0esf Compmnhs To Work For In

.\ll Tlu* Ploasiirt* .None Of The (ìiiilt..
1131 Broad 549-8809

A m o rlo iù '

\ y ^ i* ^ ^ o n .-W e d . llam -lO pm
Thurs.-Sat. 1 lam-11pm
;
Sun. 1 lam-lOpm

1131 Broad
549-8809
San Luis Obispo, CA

Buy O ne G et O ne F ree

Or, (Heeover more about Northrop from ttie information aveil-

%7

"

Buy anything in the store and get
the second one free (excluding pies)
Void where prohibited by law.
at the corner of Marsh & Broad Lxp ircs 10/20/871

M o tlMtMi|A your Carear Cantar, which includaa valuable inter-

view and Job search tips.
You’d dnd Nortlirop’s advanced technology gives you more
advmced opportunldes...at one of the best companies to work
forInAmerIce.

NORTHROP
Northrop Corporation

'Levering, Moekoma, Ketz; The 100 Best Compenies to work forinAmerice.
• 1987, by New American Library, reprinted by arrarigements with AddisonWestey Pub. Co. tnc.. Reading. MA 01867.

Northrop is an equal opportunity employer
U S. citizenship re q u ir^ tor most pointions

^ 1986 TCBYSystems, Inc |

ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 20

Sperry Top-Sider
Canvas CVO.
An original from the
bottom up.

CIA...

w here your

OPTIONS
If you're looking for a
professional envirronment that will
expand your options,
not limit them you
should consider a
career with the Cen
tral Intelligence
Agency.

9

7 -"T '
/

¥
/
No wonder everyone’s getting decked out in our canvas boat
shoes. Because for over 50 years, our CVO has been an
American original. And now it’s in hot new fashion colors.
The Sperry Top-Sider Canvas CVO. Check it out.
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are as
diverse as
your interests

We seek enthusiastic liberal arts,
engineering, and graduate business
majors who are interested in inter
national affairs as well as the inter
play of politics, history and economics
in the affairs of mankind and nations...
individuals who will make the most of
their talents in a wide variety of
challenging CIA positions.
An entire spectrum of opportunities is
yours to explore. . . opportunities as
diverse as your own interests, as excit
ing as your curiosity. And
all our career options
come with the intellectual
stimulation and excellent
growth potential you need
for a rewarding profes-

sional life. To qualify
for a CIA career, you
must have a Bache
lor's or Master's
degree or a PhD, be
a U.S. citizen (both
self and spouse),
and successfully
meet our strict

medical and security requirements.
The CIA offers highly competitive com
pensation, liberal benefits, and the con
sistent challenges in herent in a diverse
environment. In addition, our location
just outside the Washington, D.C. area
provides you with an abundance of
leisure-time options such as cultural
events, athletic bouts, and historic
attractions.
Literature is available for review at
you Career Placement Office.
To explore your options with
the CIA send your resume to;
Personnel Representative C18
P.O. Box 3127
South El Monte, CA 91733
Resumes must be received by
2 October 1987 for Fall interviews.

SHOE FIT CO.
Your f om ily Sho» Store

lit Higutro St,

Son luit Obispo

C e n tra l In te llig e n c e A g e n c y
The CIA is and Equal Opportunity Employer

